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Abstract Background: The management of cervical cancer patients with intraoperative

detection of lymph node involvement remains controversial. Since all these patients are

referred for (chemo)radiation after the surgery, the key decision is whether radical hysterec-

tomy should be completed as originally planned, taking into account an additional morbidity

associated with extensive surgical dissection prior to adjuvant treatment. The ABRAX study

investigated whether completing a radical uterine procedure is associated with an improved

oncological outcome of such patients.

Patients and methods: We performed retrospective analyses of 515 cervical cancer patients (51

institutions, 19 countries) who were referred for primary curative surgery between 2005 and

2015 (stage IAeIIB, common tumour types) in whom lymph node involvement was detected

intraoperatively. Patients were stratified according to whether the planned uterine surgery was

completed (COMPL group, N Z 361) or abandoned (ABAND group, N Z 154) to compare

progression-free survival. Definitive chemoradiation was given to 92.9% patients in the

ABAND group and adjuvant (chemo)radiation or chemotherapy to 91.4% of patients in

the COMPL group.

Results: The risks of recurrence (hazard ratio [HR] 1.154, 95% confidence intervals [CI] 0.799

e1.666, P Z 0.45), pelvic recurrence (HR 0.836, 95% CI 0.458e1.523, P Z 0.56), or death

(HR 1.064, 95% CI 0.690e1.641, P Z 0.78) were not significantly different between the two

groups. No subgroup showed a survival benefit from completing radical hysterectomy.

Disease-free survival reached 74% (381/515), with a median follow-up of 58 months. Prog-

nostic factors were balanced between the two groups. FIGO stage and number of pelvic lymph

nodes involved were significant prognostic factors in the whole study cohort.

Conclusion: We showed that the completion of radical hysterectomy does not improve survival

in patients with intraoperatively detected lymph node involvement, regardless of tumour size

or histological type. If lymph node involvement is confirmed intraoperatively, abandoning

uterine radical procedure should be considered, and the patient should be referred for defin-

itive chemoradiation.

Clinical trials identifier: NCT04037124.

ª 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

One of the most controversial steps in the treatment
algorithm for the early stages of cervical cancer is the

management of patients with intraoperatively detected

positive pelvic lymph nodes. This situation used to be

quite rare because preoperative modern imaging

methods successfully identify the majority of patients
with grossly enlarged lymph nodes and parametrial

involvement, who are referred for definitive chemo-

radiation. Only in recent years has the intraoperative

assessment of sentinel lymph node by frozen section
become more common. This allows the detection of

smaller-sized metastases, provides the surgeon with in-

formation about lymph node involvement at the

beginning of the surgery and ultimately opens the
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possibility of modifying the management

intraoperatively.

The 2018 guidelines for the management of patients

with cervical cancer, developed by three European so-

cieties (European Society of Gynecological Oncology,

European Society for Radiotherapy and Oncology and

European Society of Pathology) recommend sentinel

lymph node biopsy and frozen section pathological
assessment as the first step in the management of all

patients scheduled for primary curative surgery. If

sentinel lymph node involvement is found intra-

operatively, the guidelines recommend abandoning

radical procedures and referring the patient for defini-

tive chemoradiation [1]. However, this step in the

guidelines is based on weak evidence from case-control

and a few small cohort studies of only a maximum of
a few dozen cases (Table S4). Therefore, the manage-

ment of patients with intraoperatively detected lymph

node involvement varies widely [1,2]. In a European

Society of Gynaecological Oncology survey in 2018,

61% of respondents preferred to abandon radical hys-

terectomy [1]. By contrast, in a survey of Society of

Gynecologic Oncology members, only 21% of re-

spondents abandoned radical hysterectomy in patients
with microscopic pelvic lymph node involvement,

although the proportion of respondents increased for

patients with gross pelvic involvement (45%) or para-

aortic lymph node involvement (69%) [2].

If LN involvement is diagnosed intraoperatively,

options of the management include completing or

abandoning radical hysterectomy, performing or aban-

doning pelvic lymph node dissection and completing
paraaortic lymph node dissection. The most important

decision is whether to perform a radical uterine pro-

cedure (radical hysterectomy or radical trachelectomy),

owing to the high morbidity associated with extensive

surgical dissection in the pelvis followed by adjuvant

pelvic radiotherapy [3]. In particular, a combination of

radical surgery and radiotherapy increases the frequency

and severity of surgical complications, such as urinary
fistulas or lower-leg lymphedema [4e6], while surgery

and radiotherapy are associated with different adverse

event profiles [7,8].

Data on the oncological outcomes of patients with

lymph node involvement after radical hysterectomy and

adjuvant radiotherapy are broadly available, with recent

results showing five-year survival in stage IB at around

70%e85% [9,10]. However, there are limited and
inconsistent data for patients in whom radical hyster-

ectomy was abandoned due to intraoperatively detected

lymph node involvement. Prior studies included small,

heterogeneous groups of patients, mostly with gross

lymph node involvement that was not detected pre-

operatively due to the absence of modern imaging in

the work-up [10e16]. Therefore, we established collab-

oration with international gynaecological centres that
saw a high volume of cervical cancer to obtain
retrospective data on a large cohort of patients with

intraoperatively detected lymph node involvement who

underwent either radical uterine procedure followed by

adjuvant (chemo)radiotherapy or definitive chemo-

radiotherapy without a prior radical uterine procedure.

We investigated whether the completion of radical

uterine procedure improves recurrence-free and overall

survival.
2. Methods

2.1. Study design and participants

The ABRAX (ABandoning RAdical hysterectomy in

cerviX cancer) international, multicentre, retrospective

cohort study studied the oncological outcomes of cer-

vical cancer patients in whom radical hysterectomy was

either completed as planned (COMPL) or abandoned

(ABAND) following intraoperative detection of lymph

node involvement. The ABRAX consortium was
composed of 51 institutions across 19 countries in

Europe, Central America and Latin America

(Supplementary Table S2) and was led by the Central

and Eastern European Gynecologic Oncology Group

(CEEGOG).

Patients were retrospectively enrolled if they met the

following inclusion criteria: (i) intraoperatively detected

lymph node involvement; (ii) confirmed squamous cell
carcinoma, adenocarcinoma or adenosquamous carci-

noma; (iii) pretreatment disease stage IAeIIB [17]; (iv)

primary surgery with a curative intent performed be-

tween January 2005 and December 2015 [18]. Lymph

node involvement was defined as the presence of mac-

rometastases (lesions �2 mm) or micrometastases

(0.2e2 mm) according to the TNM classification of

malignant tumours [17,19].
For intraoperative detection of lymph node involve-

ment, patients were eligible regardless of the type of

lymph node staging: gross lymph node involvement if

confirmed by final pathology; microscopic involvement

detected by frozen section (including sentinel lymph

node biopsy only). Patients with any planned uterine

procedures were eligible (including simple trache-

lectomy, radical trachelectomy, simple
hysterectomy and radical hysterectomy), although most

patients were scheduled for radical hysterectomy. Pa-

tients who underwent systematic pelvic lymphadenec-

tomy and/or paraaortic lymphadenectomy were not

excluded. Patients with preoperative evidence of lymph

node involvement on imaging, other tumour types,

negative final lymph node status, lymph node involve-

ment reported by final pathology without intraoperative
detection, and follow-up for less than 1 year were

excluded.

The protocol was approved by the Institutional Re-

view Board of the lead institution (General University
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Hospital in Prague, Czech Republic) in 2017. Institu-

tional Review Board approval at the participating sites

was a prerequisite for participation. Due to the retro-

spective nature of the study, the need for informed

consent was waived by the Institutional Review Board.

The study was performed in accordance with the

Declaration of Helsinki. The ABRAX study was regis-

tered on ClinicalTrial.gov (NCT04037124) as ENGOT-
Cx3/CEEGOG/ABRAX.

2.2. Procedures and outcomes

The principal investigator at each institution identified

eligible patients, anonymised the data and transferred

the data using a web-based system to ensure consistent

data collection, which ended in June 2019. Detailed

treatment information and primary oncological char-

acteristics were extracted from the patients’ medical
reports.

Eligible patients with intraoperatively detected lymph

node involvement were divided into the COMPL group

or ABAND group (Supplementary Figure S1). The de-

cision to complete or abandon surgery was at the

discretion of the attending surgeon and institutional

guidelines. Data on complications were reported when,

according to the investigator’s opinion, they were
related to the treatment of cervical cancer. Adverse

events were classified according to the NCI Common

Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events Version

(CTCAE) 4.0. Only events of grade 2 or higher were

reported.

The primary endpoint of the study was recurrence-

free survival, which was calculated from the time of

surgery to the diagnosis of disease recurrence. Second-
ary endpoints were as follows: overall survival, pelvic

recurrence-free survival, associations between prog-

nostic factors and survival (tumour size, histological

type, number of involved lymph nodes, type of

metastasis and presence of lymphovascular space

invasion) and prevalence of grade 2 or worse treatment-

related adverse events (CTCAE 4.0).

2.3. Statistical analyses

Time to event data were calculated with the

KaplaneMeier method and compared using the log-

rank test. The Cox proportional hazard model was used

to evaluate the influence of patient and treatment

characteristics on time to event endpoints. Model results

are presented as hazard ratios (HR) with 95% confi-

dence intervals (CI). Propensity score analysis was per-

formed to estimate the effect of a treatment by
accounting for the covariates between ABAND and

COMPL group (surgical approach, pelvic lymphade-

nectomy performed, paraaortic lymph node involve-

ment). It was computed using R with MatchIt package.

Multivariate models were computed using the forward
stepwise algorithm with the type of management forced

into the model. Receiver operating characteristic curve

analysis was used to identify the optimal cut-off values

for continuous variables prior to their inclusion in

regression modelling. Standard descriptive statistics

were used, with absolute and relative frequencies for

categorical variables and medians supplemented by the

5the95th percentile range for continuous variables, and
were compared using Fisher’s exact test and the

ManneWhitney U test, respectively. We adopted

a Z 0.05 (two-sided) as the level of statistical signifi-

cance. The analyses were done using SPSS 25.0.0.1

(IBM Corporation).
3. Results

We analysed the data from 515 cervical cancer patients

in whom lymph node involvement was detected during

surgery performed between January 2005 and December

2015. The surgery was completed as planned in 361
patients (COMPL group) and abandoned in 154 pa-

tients (ABAND group). The preferred management

strategy differed between the institutions without

obvious time trends or geographical variations

(Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). The proportion of

patients in whom the procedure was abandoned ranged

from 0% to 100% among the study sites (Supplementary

Figure S2).
The characteristics of the 515 patients overall and by

group are summarised in Table 1. Among the 515 pa-

tients, lymph node involvement was macroscopic in 292

(57%) and microscopic (detected on frozen section) in

223 (43%). Macrometastases and micrometastases were

found in 379 (74%) and 136 (26%) patients, respectively.

Pelvic lymphadenectomy was completed in 489 (95%)

and paraaortic lymphadenectomy in 320 (62%) patients.
The majority of patients had pretreatment stage IB1

(287 patients, 56%) [17], a largest tumour size of 2e4 cm

(207 patients, 60%) and squamous histological type (391

patients, 76%) (Table 1).

The prevailing type of uterine surgery in the COMPL

group was radical hysterectomy in 335 patients (93%).

All patients in the ABAND group underwent primary

(chemo)radiation, while the majority received chemo-
radiation (93%). Adjuvant treatment was administered

to 330 of 361 patients (91%) in the COMPL group,

including chemoradiation in 266 (74%), combined

radiotherapy in 47 (13%) and chemotherapy only in 17

(5%).

Despite the retrospective study design, the ABAND

and COMPL groups were well balanced in terms of

major prognostic risk factors, including tumour size,
pretreatment stage, tumour type and the type of the

largest lymph node metastasis (Table 1). However, there

were significant differences in some characteristics. In

particular, an open surgical approach was used more

http://ClinicalTrial.gov


Table 1
Comparison of patients with cervical procedure abandoned (ABAND) or completed (COMPL).

Characteristic Cervical Procedure All

Patients

COMPL (N Z
361)a

ABAND (N Z
154)a

(N Z 515)a Py

Age 48 (29e69) 46 (29e70) 47 (29e70) 0.76

BMI kg/m2 24 (19e32) 25 (19e34) 24 (19e33) 0.025

ECOG performance status 0 258 (83.5%) 124 (81.6%) 382

(82.9%)

0.42

1 50 (16.2%) 26 (17.1%) 76 (16.5%)

2 1 (0.3%) 2 (1.3%) 3 (0.7%)

Pretreatment stage (FIGO 2009) IA 12 (3.3%) 3 (1.9%) 15 (2.9%) 0.17

IB1 191 (52.9%) 96 (62.3%) 287

(55.7%)

IB2 57 (15.8%) 22 (14.3%) 79 (15.3%)

IIA 39 (10.8%) 8 (5.2%) 47 (9.1%)

IIB 41 (11.4%) 20 (13.0%) 61 (11.8%)

Unknown 21 (5.8%) 5 (3.2%) 26 (5.0%)

Largest tumour size on radiological staging <2 cm 28 (11.3%) 16 (16.0%) 44 (12.6%) 0.08

2�4 cm 143 (57.7%) 64 (64.0%) 207

(59.5%)

>4 77 (31.0%) 20 (20.0%) 97 (27.9%)

Tumour type Squamous 269 (74.6%) 122 (79.2%) 391

(75.9%)

0.55

Adenocarcinoma 65 (18.0%) 22 (14.3%) 87 (16.9%)

Adenosquamous 23 (6.4%) 10 (6.5%) 33 (6.4%)

Unknown 4 (1.1%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (0.8%)

Macroscopic lymph node involvement found

intraoperatively

No 150 (41.6%) 73 (47.4%) 223

(43.3%)

0.24

Yes 211 (58.4%) 81 (52.6%) 292

(56.7%)

Type of uterine procedure performed Radical

hysterectomy

335 (92.8%) 0 (0.0%) 335

(65.0%)

<0.0001

Simple hysterectomy 14 (3.9%) 0 (0.0%) 15 (2.9%)

Radical

trachelectomy

9 (2.5%) 0 (0.0%) 9 (1.7%)

Simple trachelectomy 2 (0.6%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.4%)

Unknown 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.2%)

Not performed 0 (0.0%) 154 (100.0%) 154

(29.9%)

Surgical approach Open (laparotomy) 251 (69.5%) 60 (39.0%) 311

(60.4%)

<0.0001

Robotic 21 (5.8%) 20 (13.0%) 41 (8.0%)

Vaginal 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.2%)

Laparoscopic 83 (23%) 67 (43.5%) 150

(29.1%)

Unknown 5 (1.4%) 7 (4.5%) 12 (2.3%)

Pelvic lymphadenectomy performed No 5 (1.4%) 18 (11.7%) 23 (4.5%) <0.0001

Yes 355 (98.3%) 134 (87.0%) 489

(95.0%)

Unknown 1 (0.3%) 2 (1.3%) 3 (0.6%)

Paraaortic lymphadenectomy performed No 150 (41.6%) 37 (24.0%) 187

(36.3%)

<0.0001

Yes 206 (57.1%) 114 (74.0%) 320

(62.1%)

Unknown 5 (1.4%) 3 (1.9%) 8 (1.6%)

Paraaortic lymph node involvement Yes 30 (17.0%) 33 (29.5%) 63 (21.9%) 0.019

Recurrence 93 (25.8%) 41 (26.6%) 134

(26.0%)

0.74

Pelvic recurrence 45 (12.5%) 14 (9.1%) 59 (11.5%) 0.36

Death 71 (19.7%) 29 (18.8%) 100

(19.4%)

1.00

Intraoperative complication No 347 (96.1%) 149 (96.8%) 496

(96.3%)

1.00

Yes 14 (3.9%) 5 (3.2%) 19 (3.7%)
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Table 1 (continued )

Characteristic Cervical Procedure All

Patients

COMPL (N Z
361)a

ABAND (N Z
154)a

(N Z 515)a Py

Adverse events grade �2 (before postoperative day 30) No 332 (92.0%) 150 (97.4%) 482

(93.6%)

0.040

Grade 2 13 (3.6%) 3 (1.9%) 16 (3.1%)

Grade 3 16 (4.4%) 1 (0.6%) 17 (3.3%)

Adverse events grade �2 (since postoperative day 31) No 330 (91.4%) 130 (84.4%) 460

(89.3%)

0.030

Grade 2 17 (4.7%) 14 (9.1%) 31 (6.0%)

Grade 3 8 (2.2%) 8 (5.2%) 16 (3.1%)

Grade 4 6 (1.7%) 1 (0.6%) 7 (1.4%)

Grade 5 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.6%) 1 (0.2%)

Level of significance: P < 0.05.
a Data are expressed as the median with 5th�95th percentile for continuous variables and absolute and relative frequencies for categorical

variables. yManneWhitney U test for continuous variables and Fisher exact test for categorical variables. COMPL Z cervical procedure

completed as planned; ABAND Z cervical procedure was abandoned; BMI Z body mass index; ECOG Z Eastern Cooperative Oncology

Group.
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often (70% vs. 39%; P < 0.0001), pelvic lymphadenec-

tomy was completed more frequently (98% vs. 87%;

P < 0.0001), higher number of pelvic lymph node was

removed (27 vs. 15; P < 0.0001), paraaortic lymphade-

nectomy was performed less frequently (57% vs. 74%;
P < 0.0001) and the number of patients with paraaortic

pelvic lymph node involvement was lower (17% vs. 30%;

P Z 0.019) in the COMPL group.

Because some prognostic factors could only be

assessed using specimens obtained after completing the

cervical procedure, they were only determined in the

COMPL group. In particular, 247 (68%) had lympho-

vascular space invasion; parametrial invasion was found
in 86 (24%); and the vaginal margins were positive in 70

of 361 patients (19%).

The patients in ABAND and COMPL groups were

also matched 1-to-1 using propensity score matching to

minimise the effect of clinically relevant variables with

statistically significant difference between the groups.

The analysis revealed that none of the outcome end-

points (recurrence, pelvic recurrence, survival) was
influenced by the type of the management (completion/

abandonment of the cervical procedure) after removal of

other potentially relevant covariates (Supplementary

Figure S3).

Overall, with a median follow-up of 58 months, 134

patients experienced disease recurrence (26% of 515), of

which 59 experienced pelvic recurrence (12%) and 100

patients died (19% of 515) (Table 1). The KaplaneMeier
curves were not significantly different between the

ABAND and COMP groups for recurrence-free survival

(P Z 0.45), pelvic recurrence-free survival (P Z 0.56) or

overall survival (P Z 0.72) (Figure 1aec). Furthermore,

there were no significant differences between the

ABAND and COMPL groups in terms of the risk of

recurrence (HR 1.154, 95% CI 0.799e1.666, P Z 0.45),

pelvic recurrence (HR 0.836, 95% CI 0.458e1.523,
P Z 0.56) or death (HR 1.064, 95% CI 0.690e1.641,
P Z 0.78) (Table 2). The type of management was not

significantly associated with the risk of recurrence, pel-

vic recurrence or death in subgroup analyses, irre-

spective of pretreatment stage, radiologic tumour size,

tumour type, number of pelvic lymph nodes involved,
paraaortic lymph node involvement, surgical

approach or performance of pelvic lymphadenectomy

(Table 3). The only exception was a marginally higher

risk of recurrence in the ABAND group among patients

with stage IIB tumours (HR 2.270, 95% CI 1.055e4.884,

P Z 0.036). Even when the management type (cervical

procedure abandoned) was forced into the multivariate

models, it was not significantly associated with recur-
rence, pelvic recurrence or death (Table 4).

In the whole cohort, the risk of recurrence and pelvic

recurrence was increased in patients with a tumour size

of at least 4 cm, patients with higher pretreatment

stage and patients with more than one pelvic lymph

node involved (Table 2). The presence of lymphovas-

cular space invasion and the removal of at least 30 pelvic

lymph nodes were marginally but significantly associ-
ated with the recurrence rate. Three factors were

significantly associated with overall survival: tumour

size of at least 4 cm, higher pretreatment FIGO

stage and removal of �30 pelvic lymph nodes (Table 2).

In the stepwise multivariate model, only pretreatment

stage and number of pelvic lymph nodes involved were

significantly associated with the risks of recurrence and

pelvic recurrence, and only pretreatment stage was
associated with survival (Table 4). The type of primary/

adjuvant treatment (chemotherapy,

radiochemotherapy or combined radiotherapy) was not

significant for the risk of recurrence in the multivariate

model. In both ABAND and COMPL groups, majority

of the patients underwent chemoradiation and in both

groups recurrence risk reached 25% (Supplementary

Table S3). Survival was not significantly different be-
tween patients who underwent open or minimally
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invasive surgery (P Z 0.590) (Supplementary

Figure S4).
a

b

c

Fig. 1. Oncological outcomes according to the management

strategy. (a) Recurrence-free survival. (b) Overall survival. (c)

Pelvic recurrence-free survival. Time 0 was defined as the date of

the scheduled operation in each patient. COMPL Z cervical

procedure completed as planned; ABAND Z cervical procedure

was abandoned.
The operation time was significantly longer (240 min

vs. 172 min; P < 0.0001) and blood loss significantly

greater (350 ml vs. 115 ml; P < 0.0001) in the COMPL

group than in the ABAND group. Postoperative com-

plications of grade 2 or above within postoperative day

30 were more frequent in the COMPL group than in the

ABAND group (8% vs. 3%; P Z 0.040). However, the

frequency of treatment-related adverse events after
postoperative day 30 were reported more frequently in

the ABAND group than in the COMPL group (16% vs.

9%; P Z 0.030).
4. Discussion

Our study represents the largest retrospective cohort

of cervical cancer patients (N Z 515) treated by pri-

mary curative surgery with intraoperatively detected

lymph node involvement. When comparing two types

of management, with and without completion of a

radical uterine procedure, there was no difference in
recurrence-free survival or overall survival in the

whole study cohort or in subgroup analyses when

patients were divided by major prognostic factors,

including tumour size and tumour type. Several

established risk factors were significantly associated

with the survival outcomes in the whole cohort,

including tumour size, FIGO stage and a higher

number of positive pelvic lymph nodes. Disease-free
survival of the whole cohort reached 74%, which is

consistent with the high-risk status of these patients

with lymph node involvement.

Current clinical practice is heterogeneous in the

management of patients with intraoperatively detected

lymph node involvement. European guidelines recom-

mend avoiding further pelvic surgery if lymph node

involvement is detected intraoperatively [1]. However,
this preference is not supported by strong evidence,

because only case studies and small cohorts of patients

in whom radical hysterectomy was abandoned have

been reported to date (Supplementary Table S4).

Completion of the cervical procedure was the prevailing

management strategy in our study (70% of patients). We

found no clear trend towards preferring either man-

agement strategy in any country nor region nor time
trend over the period of patients’ management

(Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). This heterogeneous

approach likely reflects the differing opinions of indi-

vidual surgeons about the role of tumour removal

before radiotherapy and the weak evidence supporting

either management approach. Proponents of completing

radical hysterectomy highlight a lower risk of central

pelvis recurrence and a lower morbidity if brachyther-
apy is avoided. By contrast, proponents for abandoning

radical surgery believe it reduces morbidity associated

with the combination of radical surgery and adjuvant

radiotherapy [18].



Table 2
Factors associated with the oncological outcomes in the whole cohort (N Z 515).

Recurrence Survival Pelvic Recurrence

HR (95% CI) P HR (95% CI) P HR (95% CI) P

Cervical procedure abandoned 1.154 (0.799e1.666) 0.45 1.064 (0.690e1.641) 0.78 0.836 (0.458e1.523) 0.56

Largest tumour size >2 cma 1.953 (0.853e4.476) 0.11 1.822 (0.734e4.527) 0.20 1.631 (0.499e5.335) 0.42

Largest tumour size >4 cma 2.548 (1.674e3.878) <0.0001 2.138 (1.328e3.444) 0.002 3.246 (1.656e6.361) 0.0006

Tumour type Squamous reference reference reference

Adenocarcinoma 1.414 (0.933e2.145) 0.10 1.258 (0.757e2.090) 0.38 1.481 (0.794e2.762) 0.22

Adenosquamous 1.386 (0.722e2.660) 0.33 1.333 (0.640e2.775) 0.44 1.186 (0.425e3.309) 0.75

LVSI 2.107 (1.054e4.209) 0.035 1.121 (0.584e2.153) 0.73 1.277 (0.562e2.901) 0.56

Pretreatment stage IB1 reference reference reference

IA 0.629 (0.153e2.579) 0.52 e 0.774 (0.104e5.758) 0.80

IB2 2.185 (1.384e3.450) 0.0008 1.915 (1.140e3.216) 0.014 2.341 (1.128e4.859) 0.022

IIA 2.304 (1.335e3.974) 0.003 2.140 (1.174e3.901) 0.013 3.217 (1.473e7.028) 0.003

IIB 2.837 (1.787e4.504) <0.0001 1.550 (0.836e2.877) 0.16 3.779 (1.891e7.550) 0.0002

>30 pelvic lymph nodes removed 1.415 (1.002e1.998) 0.049 1.555 (1.045e2.315) 0.029 1.548 (0.924e2.596) 0.10

�1 pelvic lymph node involved 2.295 (1.542e3.416) <0.0001 1.266 (0.838e1.912) 0.26 2.427 (1.332e4.423) 0.004

Paraaortic lymph node involvement 1.463 (0.902e2.373) 0.12 1.253 (0.693e2.265) 0.46 1.329 (0.626e2.823) 0.46

Parametrial invasion 1.548 (1.040e2.306) 0.031 1.330 (0.821e2.156) 0.25 1.669 (0.916e3.042) 0.09

Open surgical approach 0.905 (0.635e1.289) 0.58 0.908 (0.601e1.372) 0.65 0.911 (0.531e1.563) 0.74

Pelvic lymphadenectomy performed 0.989 (0.405e2.418) 0.98 0.964 (0.354e2.623) 0.94 1.907 (0.264e13.776) 0.52

Level of significance: P < 0.05.
a Radiological stage. HR Z hazard ratio; CI Z confidence interval; LVSI Z lymphovascular space invasion.
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Several authors have attempted to address the role of

completing radical hysterectomy in patients with lymph

node involvement in the last 30 years, although the

studies are subject to a variety of limitations and

inconsistent conclusions (Supplementary Table S4). The

outcomes of patients whose radical hysterectomy was

abandoned were comparable with those in whom the
procedure was completed in the studies by Potter et al.

[11] and Richard et al. [10]. Trends towards lower

recurrence-free survival following abandoned surgery

were observed in other studies, although the differences

did not reach statistical significance, probably due to the

low number of patients [12,13]. Nevertheless, those

studies were biased by unequal comparisons of high-risk

patients with gross lymph node enlargement who are
undoubtedly at a greater risk of treatment failure than

patients with microscopic lymph node involvement

detected on final pathology [12,13] or patients without

lymph node involvement [16].

Only one study compared the outcomes of patients in

whom the decision to complete or abandon radical

hysterectomy was made during the surgery [15]. That

study evaluated the outcomes of 41 patients with gross
lymph node involvement, in whom the procedure was

abandoned in 15 patients and completed in 26 patients

[15]. All of the patients were referred for chemoradiation

after surgery. Although there were no significant dif-

ferences between the groups, the local recurrence rate,

distant recurrence rate and recurrence-free survival

tended to be worse if radical hysterectomy was aban-

doned. More grade 3e4 complications were reported in
the abandoned group (47% vs. 27% of cases), which the

authors hypothesised to be due to increased radiation

exposure [15]. In the most recent study, the authors
compared the outcomes of 121 patients who underwent

primary surgery in a 10-year period at two sites in

Amsterdam [20]. Patients with intraoperatively detected

lymph node involvement, in whom radical hysterectomy

was aborted, were compared with patients whose pro-

cedure was completed and lymph node involvement

detected by final pathology. Although 5-year disease-
free survival was lower in patients with abandoned

surgery, this difference was not significant after cor-

recting for the number of positive lymph nodes in both

groups. Patients in whom radical hysterectomy was

abandoned represented a higher-risk group with a

significantly greater number of lymph nodes involved,

bilateral lymph node involvement and common iliac or

paraaortic lymph node involvement. The frequency of
grade 3 or 4 toxicities rate was also higher in the

abandoned group (59% vs. 30%). However, this differ-

ence was explained by a higher number of haemato-

logical toxicities because concomitant chemotherapy

was administered more frequently in that group (100%

vs. 78%). The authors concluded that better pelvic

control could be achieved if radical hysterectomy is

completed, although they admitted that a better-
powered study is necessary to compare the oncological

and quality-of-life outcomes of the preferred manage-

ment approach [20].

In the ABRAX study, we tried to avoid the limita-

tions of previous studies, mainly by clearly defining the

study cohort. In order to limit heterogeneity, we

excluded patients whose cervical procedure was aban-

doned for a reason other than lymph node involvement.
Furthermore, we only included patients if the decision to

complete or abandon the cervical procedure was made

during surgery.



Table 3
Subgroup analysis of oncological outcomes according to the type of the management strategy.

Category N HR (95% CI) for abandoning the cervical procedure P

Recurrence

Largest tumour size >2 cm No 44 1.861 (0.375e9.235) 0.45

Yes 304 1.119 (0.691e1.812) 0.65

Largest tumour size >4 cm No 251 1.310 (0.725e2.367) 0.37

Yes 97 1.218 (0.579e2.562) 0.60

Tumour type Squamous 389 1.287 (0.841e1.970) 0.25

Adenocarcinoma 87 0.679 (0.276e1.671) 0.40

Adenosquamous 33 1.436 (0.371e5.566) 0.60

Pretreatment stage IB1 287 1.165 (0.661e2.052) 0.60

IA 15 4.899 (0.302e79.447) 0.26

IB2 79 1.026 (0.436e2.417) 0.95

IIA 47 0.489 (0.111e2.155) 0.34

IIB 61 2.270 (1.055e4.884) 0.036

>30 pelvic lymph nodes removed No 345 1.453 (0.934e2.260) 0.10

Yes 170 0.877 (0.375e2.049) 0.76

Pelvic lymph node involvement No 200 0.884 (0.409e1.911) 0.75

Yes 315 1.354 (0.891e2.059) 0.16

Parametrial invasion No 422 1.349 (0.902e2.017) 0.15

Yes 86 e

Surgical approach: open No 192 1.013 (0.577e1.780) 0.96

Yes 311 1.368 (0.811e2.307) 0.24

Pelvic lymphadenectomy performed No 23 0.912 (0.102e8.175) 0.94

Yes 489 1.160 (0.788e1.706) 0.45

Paraaortic lymph node involvement No 225 0.883 (0.514e1.519) 0.65

Yes 63 1.805 (0.758e4.298) 0.18

Survival

Largest tumour size >2 cm No 44 1.119 (0.187e6.702) 0.90

Yes 304 1.020 (0.586e1.775) 0.94

Largest tumour size >4 cm No 251 1.093 (0.566e2.111) 0.79

Yes 97 1.170 (0.472e2.903) 0.73

Tumour type Squamous 389 1.262 (0.773e2.061) 0.35

Adenocarcinoma 87 0.490 (0.142e1.696) 0.26

Adenosquamous 33 0.920 (0.185e4.565) 0.92

Pretreatment stage IB1 287 1.264 (0.686e2.329) 0.45

IA 15 e

IB2 79 1.306 (0.501e3.403) 0.59

IIA 47 0.258 (0.033e2.017) 0.20

IIB 61 1.567 (0.508e4.832) 0.43

>30 pelvic lymph nodes removed No 345 1.252 (0.735e2.133) 0.41

Yes 170 1.142 (0.481e2.711) 0.76

Pelvic lymph node involvement No 200 0.890 (0.427e1.855) 0.76

Yes 315 1.208 (0.705e2.071) 0.49

Parametrial invasion No 422 1.197 (0.752e1.905) 0.45

Yes 86 e
Surgical approach: open No 192 1.359 (0.705e2.619) 0.36

Yes 311 0.870 (0.442e1.710) 0.69

Pelvic lymphadenectomy performed No 23 0.242 (0.034e1.729) 0.16

Yes 489 1.180 (0.754e1.846) 0.47

Paraaortic lymph node involvement No 225 0.705 (0.365e1.363) 0.30

Yes 63 1.328 (0.470e3.753) 0.59

Pelvic recurrence

Largest tumour size >2 cm No 44 0.920 (0.083e10.161) 0.95

Yes 304 0.703 (0.288e1.715) 0.44

Largest tumour size >4 cm No 251 0.762 (0.248e2.337) 0.63

Yes 97 0.858 (0.246e2.993) 0.81

Tumour type Squamous 389 0.939 (0.471e1.870) 0.86

Adenocarcinoma 87 0.449 (0.099e2.039) 0.30

Adenosquamous 33 1.059 (0.110e10.196) 0.96

Pretreatment stage IB1 287 0.580 (0.195e1.725) 0.33

IA 15 e

IB2 79 1.057 (0.280e3.995) 0.94

IIA 47 0.035 (0.000e42.877) 0.36

IIB 61 2.787 (0.927e8.380) 0.07

>30 pelvic lymph nodes removed No 345 0.956 (0.465e1.964) 0.90
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Table 3 (continued )

Category N HR (95% CI) for abandoning the cervical procedure P

Yes 170 0.868 (0.260e2.902) 0.82

Pelvic lymph node involvement No 200 0.398 (0.089e1.783) 0.23

Yes 315 1.100 (0.568e2.132) 0.78

Parametrial invasion No 422 0.952 (0.506e1.791) 0.88

Yes 86 e

Surgical approach: open No 192 0.667 (0.269e1.653) 0.38

Yes 311 0.975 (0.405e2.345) 0.96

Pelvic lymphadenectomy performed No 23 e

Yes 489 0.860 (0.463e1.597) 0.63

Paraaortic lymph node involvement No 225 0.672 (0.286e1.581) 0.36

Yes 63 2.118 (0.527e8.511) 0.29

Level of significance: P < 0.05.

HR Z hazard ratio; CI Z confidence interval.
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Of note, we found no significant differences between

the ABAND and COMPL groups in the risks of

recurrence (P Z 0.45), pelvic recurrence (P Z 0.56) or
death (P Z 0.78). Both groups were well balanced in the

main prognostic factors, such as tumour size, pretreat-

ment stage, tumour type and the type of the largest

lymph node metastasis. Although there were significant

differences between the groups in some parameters,

including the proportion of patients with competed

pelvic lymph node dissection, the number of pelvic

lymph nodes harvested or the number of patients with
paraaortic lymph node involvement, it is important to

emphasise that those differences were in favour of the
Table 4
Multivariate models for oncological outcomes with a stepwise algorithm a

Recurrence

Cervical procedure abandoned (forced)

Pretreatment stage IB1

IA

IB2

IIA

IIB

Unknown

>1 pelvic lymph node involved

Survival

Cervical procedure abandoned (forced)

Pretreatment stage IB1

IA

IB2

IIA

IIB

Unknown

Pelvic recurrence

Cervical procedure abandoned (forced)

Pretreatment stage IB1

IA

IB2

IIA

IIB

Unknown

>1 pelvic lymph node involved

Level of significance: P < 0.05.

HR Z hazard ratio; CI Z confidence interval.
COMPL group. Results were also confirmed using

propensity matching analysis which account for cova-

riates which may determine preference of the manage-
ment (Supplementary Figure S3). The outcome of our

study indicates that completing radical hysterectomy is

not associated with a survival benefit in patients with

intraoperatively detected lymph node involvement.

Disease-free survival reached 74% (381/515) in the whole

study cohort with a median follow-up of 58 months.

An important advantage of our study is the size of the

cohort, which also allowed us, for the first time, to
perform subgroup analyses. It was hypothesised that

completion of radical hysterectomy before radiotherapy
nd type of management forced into the model.

HR (95% CI) P

1.309 (0.895e1.915) 0.17

Reference

0.740 (0.180e3.049) 0.68

2.064 (1.296e3.285) 0.002

2.309 (1.314e4.056) 0.004

2.408 (1.500e3.865) 0.0003

1.994 (0.851e4.676) 0.11

2.267 (1.491e3.446) 0.0001

1.194 (0.772e1.849) 0.43

Reference

e

1.851 (1.092e3.139) 0.022

2.252 (1.232e4.114) 0.008

1.529 (0.824e2.838) 0.18

1.924 (0.820e4.514) 0.13

0.981 (0.523e1.840) 0.95

Reference

0.892 (0.119e6.682) 0.91

2.132 (0.996e4.561) 0.05

3.245 (1.470e7.161) 0.004

3.073 (1.491e6.333) 0.002

3.252 (1.099e9.619) 0.033

2.340 (1.235e4.434) 0.009
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could be beneficial in larger tumours or in less radio-

sensitive adenocarcinomas [21]. However, our study did

not find any significant benefit of completing radical

surgery in any tumour type or size.

The main limitation of the study is its retrospective

design, which might introduce a selection bias. Howev-

er, prospective studies in this context are very unlikely, if

not unrealistic. Considering the recurrence rate reported
in this study (26%), more than 3500 cases would need to

be randomised in a prospective study with a power of

80% and a non-inferiority margin of 5%. Considering

the prevalence of lymph node involvement about 12%, it

would be necessary to screen more than 30,000 patients

with early-stage cervical cancer. Therefore, the collec-

tion of a large cohort of patients in the ABRAX study,

thanks to the collaboration of 50 gynaecological onco-
logical centres across 19 countries, provides the best

available evidence for assessing this task. Another lim-

itation of our study is the difficulty to retrospectively

evaluate postoperative morbidity, especially long-term

adverse events after adjuvant therapy. The very low

prevalence of long-term complications after post-

operative day 30 in our study indicates these events are

underreported. To our knowledge, no prospective study
has compared the quality of life after radical surgery,

definitive chemoradiation and combined treatment.

Nevertheless, a combination of multiple procedures is

certainly associated with higher morbidity. Adjuvant

radiotherapy increases the risk and worsens the mani-

festation of certain surgical complications, such as uri-

nary fistula and lower-leg lymphedema [4,5].

Furthermore, surgery and radiotherapy are associated
with different types of complications. This has been

confirmed by retrospective studies evaluating the quality

of life in cervical cancer survivors, which consistently

showed that patients who received radiotherapy have

the highest risk of bladder and bowel dysfunction, sex-

ual dysfunction, psychological consequences and severe

impairment of quality of life [7,8,22,23]. When

comparing late toxicity in stage IIB cervical cancer pa-
tients after radical surgery followed by radiotherapy

versus definitive radiotherapy, combined treatment led

to significantly increased grade 3e4 late toxicity (22.1%

vs. 10.6%, P Z 0.048) including small bowel obstruction

or lymphedema [24]. Similarly, significantly increased

grade 3e4 acute gastrointestinal toxicity (P Z 0.036)

and grade 3e4 lower limb lymphedema (P Z 0.017) was

observed after combined treatment versus primary
radiotherapy group in FIGO IIB cervical cancer patients

[25]. Therefore, although our study did not allow us to

reliably assess post-treatment morbidity, completion of

radical hysterectomy can hardly be advocated by the

improvement of quality of life after combined treatment

in comparison with primary chemoradiation.

Our study was not designed to address the role of

systematic pelvic lymphadenectomy. However, it is un-
likely that removing lymph nodes with a normal
appearance on preoperative staging improves prognosis.

Systematic lymphadenectomy is not routinely per-

formed before definitive chemoradiation even in patients

with lymph node involvement on imaging. Therefore, a

striking finding of our study is that pelvic lymphade-

nectomy was completed in 87% of patients in the

ABAND group. This likely reflects the common practice

of surgeons removing the pelvic lymph nodes while
waiting for the results of frozen sections.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, completing radical hysterectomy did not

improve the prognosis of patients with intraoperatively
detected lymph node involvement. Furthermore, the risk

of recurrence was not decreased irrespective of tumour

size, histological type or other traditional risk factors.

Therefore, if pelvic lymph node involvement is found

during surgery, abandoning the planned uterine pro-

cedure should be considered, and the patient should be

referred for definitive chemoradiation.
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